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Speech Matters
In the spirit of the mega-selling On Bullshit, philosopher Aaron James presents a theory of the asshole that is both
intellectually provocative and existentially necessary. What does it mean for someone to be an asshole? The answer is not
obvious, despite the fact that we are often personally stuck dealing with people for whom there is no better name. Try as
we might to avoid them, assholes are found everywhere—at work, at home, on the road, and in the public sphere.
Encountering one causes great difficulty and personal strain, especially because we often cannot understand why exactly
someone should be acting like that. Asshole management begins with asshole understanding. Much as Machiavelli
illuminated political strategy for princes, this book finally gives us the concepts to think or say why assholes disturb us so,
and explains why such people seem part of the human social condition, especially in an age of raging narcissism and
unbridled capitalism. These concepts are also practically useful, as understanding the asshole we are stuck with helps us
think constructively about how to handle problems he (and they are mostly all men) presents. We get a better sense of
when the asshole is best resisted, and when he is best ignored—a better sense of what is, and what is not, worth fighting
for.

Managing Fear
To understand one another as individuals and to fulfill the moral duties that require such understanding, we must
communicate with each other. We must also maintain protected channels that render reliable communication possible, a
demand that, Seana Shiffrin argues, yields a prohibition against lying and requires protection for free speech. This book
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makes a distinctive philosophical argument for the wrong of the lie and provides an original account of its difference from
the wrong of deception. Drawing on legal as well as philosophical arguments, the book defends a series of notable
claims—that you may not lie about everything to the "murderer at the door," that you have reasons to keep promises
offered under duress, that lies are not protected by free speech, that police subvert their mission when they lie to suspects,
and that scholars undermine their goals when they lie to research subjects. Many philosophers start to craft moral
exceptions to demands for sincerity and fidelity when they confront wrongdoers, the pressures of non-ideal circumstances,
or the achievement of morally substantial ends. But Shiffrin consistently resists this sort of exceptionalism, arguing that
maintaining a strong basis for trust and reliable communication through practices of sincerity, fidelity, and respecting free
speech is an essential aspect of ensuring the conditions for moral progress, including our rehabilitation of and moral
reconciliation with wrongdoers.

De Jure Praedae Commentarius
Based on an address to the Glasgow Dickens Society, this essay praises the author's detailed knowledge of the law and
legal community. Indeed, "he made no such mistakes as many authors--even though of high standing--sometimes make. He
laid down no bad law." (78). More important, Fyfe advances the novel argument that his writings "exposed some cruel
features of the legal system of his day" and influenced public opinion to demand their reform.

A Hard Head Makes A Soft Ass
By turns heartbreaking, hilarious, and utterly human, The House of God is a mesmerizing and provocative novel about Roy
Basch and five of his fellow interns at the most renowned teaching hospital in the country. “The raunchy, troubling, and
hilarious novel that turned into a cult phenomenon. Singularly compelling…brutally honest.”—The New York Times
Struggling with grueling hours and sudden life-and-death responsibilities, Basch and his colleagues, under the leadership of
their rule-breaking senior resident known only as the Fat Man, must learn not only how to be fine doctors but, eventually,
good human beings. A phenomenon ever since it was published, The House of God was the first unvarnished, unglorified,
and uncensored portrait of what training to become a doctor is truly like, in all its terror, exhaustion and black comedy. With
more than two million copies sold worldwide, it has been hailed as one of the most important medical novels ever written.
With an introduction by John Updike

Professional Responsibility in Dentistry
Vern, the self-styled 'outlaw film critic' is described by Hellboy director Guillermo Del Toro as "equal parts Hell's Angels and
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Pauline Kael a national treasure!" Now Vern unleashes his magnum opus: an in-depth study of the world's only aikido
instructor turned movie star/director/writer/blues guitarist/energy drink inventor, the ass-kicking auteur Steven Seagal. "A
book that'll shake the very foundations of film criticism, break their wrists and then throw them through a window."

What Next In The Law
Marianne Williamson is a bestselling author (Return to Love, Healing the Soul of America), a world-renowned teacher, and
one of the most important inspirational thinkers of our time. In The Law of Divine Compensation, she reveals the spiritual
principles that help us overcome financial stress and unleash the divine power of abundance. A guru to anyone interested in
spirituality, Williamson's words ring with power and truth as she assures us that, with faith in God's promise of prosperity for
all, we need never fear the future.

The No Asshole Rule
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - The perfect gift for new parents and grandparents this Mother's Day: a bighearted book of
wisdom, wit, and insight, celebrating the love and joy of being a grandmother, from the Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist and
#1 bestselling author "This tender book should be required reading for grandparents everywhere."--Booklist (starred
review) "I am changing his diaper, he is kicking and complaining, his exhausted father has gone to the kitchen for a glass of
water, his exhausted mother is prone on the couch. He weighs little more than a large sack of flour and yet he has laid
waste to the living room: swaddles on the chair, a nursing pillow on the sofa, a car seat, a stroller. No one cares about
order, he is our order, we revolve around him. And as I try to get in the creases of his thighs with a wipe, I look at his, let's
be honest, largely formless face and unfocused eyes and fall in love with him. Look at him and think, well, that's taken care
of, I will do anything for you as long as we both shall live, world without end, amen." Before blogs even existed, Anna
Quindlen became a go-to writer on the joys and challenges of family, motherhood, and modern life, in her nationally
syndicated column. Now she's taking the next step and going full nana in the pages of this lively, beautiful, and moving
book about being a grandmother. Quindlen offers thoughtful and telling observations about her new role, no longer mother
and decision-maker but secondary character and support to the parents of her grandson. She writes, "Where I once led, I
have to learn to follow." Eventually a close friend provides words to live by: "Did they ask you?" Candid, funny, frank, and
illuminating, Quindlen's singular voice has never been sharper or warmer. With the same insights she brought to
motherhood in Living Out Loud and to growing older in Lots of Candles, Plenty of Cake, this new nana uses her own
experiences to illuminate those of many others. Praise for Nanaville "Witty and thoughtful . . . Nanaville serves up enough
vivid anecdotes and fresh insights--about childhood, about parenthood, about grandparenthood and about life--to make for
a gratifying read."--The New York Times "Classic, bittersweet Quindlen . . . [Her] wonder at seeing her eldest child grow into
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his new role is lovely and moving. . . . The best parts of Nanaville are the charming vignettes of Quindlen's solo time with
her grandson."--NPR

The Law is a Ass
A survival guide for those who are confronting unemployment and a new job search in a difficult market shares the author's
hard-won wisdom on the practical and emotional aspects of being laid off and provides helpful advice on how long to wait
before launching a search for employment, how to attract prospective employers, networking, interviewing, and more.
Original. 20,000 first printing.

Get Your Ass in the Water and Swim Like Me
Our Corrupt Legal System
A thought-provoking study of euthanasia and the "right to die" debate argues that the use of euthanasia in a profit-driven
health-care system will lead to legalized killing and offers positive alternatives to assisted suicide. 50,000 first printing.
Tour.

Yes My Retarded Ass Signed Up
The Golden Ass
Kirsten has fallen on some hard times. As the wife of a serial philanderer, a primary caregiver for her sick father, and the
target of an eccentric and judgmental mother-in-law's wrath, life hasn't been easy. "Married to an Ass" is one woman's
attempt at humor when everything goes wrong. Instead of crying, this book will leave you in tears of laughter.

The Criminal Prosecution and Capital Punishment of Animals
Landing on the Right Side of Your Ass
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Professional Responsibility in Dentistry: A Practical Guide to Law and Ethics integrates dental law, risk management,
professionalism, and ethics, as all are interrelated in everyday practice. Beyond theory, the fact-based approach of this
book shows examples of various situations the dentist may face. Dr. Graskemper addresses a range of topics, from legal
concepts and regulation of dentistry to professionalism and ethics. He points out specific issues in the practice of dentistry,
particularly those that confront new dentists and dentists with new practices. True Cases throughout the book walk readers
through real-world examples of complex situations and discuss the proper way to handle them with attention to the legal,
ethical, and practice management ramifications. These include patient charting, professional criticisms, child neglect,
associateships, patient refunds, and more.

Justice My Ass!
An irreverent treasury of whimsical law-related quotations is organized under such subjects as lawyers, courts, and wills and
is complemented by whimsical cartoon sketches and anecdotal insights by the co-author of Know Your Rights.

Nanaville
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

The Law of Divine Compensation
Collects and analyzes office copier folklore and discusses how they reflect major concerns in American values and
worldview

Judging Statutes
Pooh is now a boss and calling shots on the streets of San Bernardino. Now the drama really gets thick because he has a
number of people that he has to answer. Though he's a boss, all the signs that the streets doesn't want him anymore. Will
he heed the warnings or will it be too late?

Seagalogy: The Ass-Kicking Films of Steven Seagal (New Updated Edition)
Did you know that: It's against the law to check into a hotel in London under assumed names for the purpose of
lovemaking? Under a statute of Edwards II all whales washed up on the shore belong to the monarch? Under a Tudor law
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Welshmen are not allowed into the city of Chester after dark? In THE STRANGE LAWS OF OLD ENGLAND, Nigel Cawthorne
unearths an extraordinary collection of the most bizarre and arcane laws that have been enacted over the centuries. Some
of the laws, incredibly, are still in force. It is still illegal to enter the Houses of Parliament in a suit of armour . . . This elegant
and amusing book is perfect for everyone fascinated by the eccentric history of these islands.

Indonesian Law
Looks at the adversary system used in Britain and its former colonies, including Australia, the US, Canada, India, Ireland,
New Zealand, and South Africa. Details the origins and methods of the more widespread investigative (inquisitorial) system
used in other countries including Japan and South Korea. Author is Walkley Award winner.

The Indigo Book
The title for my novel is taken from a scripture verse out of the book of Revelation. The connection is made by relating that
verse to Jeffery Lucas, the main character in The Pretender Lamb. Prior to meeting Jessica Thompson, Jeffery spends most
of his early life only pretending to be what others expected of him While he was on a Fall vacation in the Smokey Mountains
of Tennessee, Jeffery meets and falls in love with Jessica, a school teacher from Madison, Wisconsin. A misunderstanding
during the single night they stayed on the summit of Mt. Le Conte leads them into a journey of slopes and grades over the
following years of their lives. The hopes and dreams of both Jeffery and Jessica are laid bare as they allow themselves to be
completely open with another person for the first time in their lives. Jeffery tells of how he was raised in a small Iowa town
and learned at an early age to fend for himself. Jessica tells of how fate had found her still single at thirty, but with a
satisfied mind. The Pretender Lamb is a love story bursting at the seams with twists and turns. Its pages are splashed with
equal amounts of humor, sadness, faith and hope. Those on both sides of the morality issue will get a chuckle from this
story although they may need a good supply of tissues to dab at their tears as well. The Pretender Lamb takes a pass at
explaining the experience of dejavu from a Christian point of view. Although the explanation is no more than an opinion, it
should provoke some deeper thought on the subject. Anyone who has had heart problems, or known someone that has, will
feel a strong tugging at their emotions as they get lost in the lives of Jeffery and Jessica. The Pretender Lamb is a story of
failing health and healing, and of broken spirits and those lifted up again.

The Law is an Ass
The definitive guide to working with -- and surviving -- bullies, creeps, jerks, tyrants, tormentors, despots, backstabbers,
egomaniacs, and all the other assholes who do their best to destroy you at work. "What an asshole!" How many times have
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you said that about someone at work? You're not alone! In this groundbreaking book, Stanford University professor Robert I.
Sutton builds on his acclaimed Harvard Business Review article to show you the best ways to deal with assholesand why
they can be so destructive to your company. Practical, compassionate, and in places downright funny, this guide offers:
Strategies on how to pinpoint and eliminate negative influences for good Illuminating case histories from major
organizations A self-diagnostic test and a program to identify and keep your own "inner jerk" from coming out The No
Asshole Rule is a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today and Business Week bestseller.

Assholes
Sex and the Citadel
Good Morning provides readers with a daily dose of inspiration to make every day matter.

When You're Up to Your Ass in Alligators
The Golden Ass is the only Ancient Roman novel in Latin to survive in its entirety. The protagonist of the novel is called
Lucius, like the author. At the end of the novel, he is revealed to be from Madaurus, the hometown of Apuleius himself. The
plot revolves around the protagonist's curiosity (curiositas) and insatiable desire to see and practice magic. While trying to
perform a spell to transform into a bird, he is accidentally transformed into an ass. This leads to a long journey, literal and
metaphorical, filled with in-set tales. He finally finds salvation through the intervention of the goddess Isis, whose cult he
joins.

The Law Is an Ass
Recipient of three National Endowment for the Arts grants and with works exhibited at the prestigious Biennale de Paris,
New York’s Whitney Museum, the de Menil Collection in Houston, and other venues, Bob “Daddy-O” Wade started “keeping
it weird” in 1961 when he arrived in Austin with his ’51 custom Ford hot rod and his slicked-back hair. Primed to study art at
the University of Texas, Wade’s coif and dragster earned him his trademark moniker, and the abstract, welded sculptures
he fashioned from automobile bumpers in his frat house basement laid the foundations for the distinctive, larger-than-life
art pieces that would eventually make him famous. Daddy-O is the creator of the forty-foot iguana that perched atop the
Lone Star Café in New York City, the immense cowboy boots (entered in the Guinness Book of World Records) outside San
Antonio’s North Star Mall, and Dinosaur Bob, who graces the roof of the National Center for Children’s Illustrated Literature
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in Abilene, Texas. He is widely recognized as one of the progenitors of the “Cosmic Cowboy Culture” that emerged in Texas
during the 1970s. Daddy-O’s Book of Big-Ass Art features images of more than a hundred of Wade’s most famous pieces,
complete with the wild tales that lie behind the art, told in brief essays by both Wade and more than forty noted artists and
writers familiar with Wade’s work.

The House of God
This public domain book is an open and compatible implementation of the Uniform System of Citation.

The Strange Laws Of Old England
KICK-ASS IS BACK ready to wipe out the city's criminal lowlives, destroy its gangs, and save its communities from decay.
But there's a new face beneath the old mask, a new figure wearing that famous green and yellow spandex. Who is this new
vigilante superhero? Who can fill Dave Lizewski's shoes? WHO IS THE NEW KICK-ASS? Find out in the first collection of KICKASS: THE NEW GIRL. MARK MILLAR and JOHN ROMITA, JR. reunite for the next chapter of the greatest superhero comic of all
time. Collects KICK-ASS: THE NEW GIRL #1-6

Daddy-O's Book of Big-Ass Art
**Kirkus Best Books of the Year (2013)** If you really want to know a people, start by looking inside their bedrooms. As
political change sweeps the streets and squares, the parliaments and presidential palaces of the Arab world, Shereen El
Feki has been looking at an upheaval a little closer to home—in the sexual lives of men and women in Egypt and across the
region. The result is an informative, insightful, and engaging account of a highly sensitive and still largely secret aspect of
Arab society. Sex is entwined in religion, tradition, politics, economics, and culture, so it is the perfect lens through which to
examine the complex social landscape of the Arab world. From pregnant virgins to desperate housewives, from fearless
activists to religious firebrands, from sex work to same-sex relations, Sex and the Citadel takes a fresh look at the sexual
history of the region and brings new voices to the debate over its future. This is no peep show or academic treatise but a
highly personal and often humorous account of one woman’s journey to better understand Arab society at its most intimate
and, in the process, to better understand her own origins. Rich with five years of groundbreaking research, Sex and the
Citadel gives us a unique and timely understanding of everyday lives in a part of the world that is changing before our eyes.
From the Hardcover edition.

The Man Who Lost Himself
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In an ideal world, the laws of Congress--known as federal statutes--would always be clearly worded and easily understood
by the judges tasked with interpreting them. But many laws feature ambiguous or even contradictory wording. How, then,
should judges divine their meaning? Should they stick only to the text? To what degree, if any, should they consult aids
beyond the statutes themselves? Are the purposes of lawmakers in writing law relevant? Some judges, such as Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia, believe courts should look to the language of the statute and virtually nothing else. Chief Judge
Robert A. Katzmann of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit respectfully disagrees. In Judging Statutes,
Katzmann, who is a trained political scientist as well as a judge, argues that our constitutional system charges Congress
with enacting laws; therefore, how Congress makes its purposes known through both the laws themselves and reliable
accompanying materials should be respected. He looks at how the American government works, including how laws come
to be and how various agencies construe legislation. He then explains the judicial process of interpreting and applying these
laws through the demonstration of two interpretative approaches, purposivism (focusing on the purpose of a law) and
textualism (focusing solely on the text of the written law). Katzmann draws from his experience to show how this process
plays out in the real world, and concludes with some suggestions to promote understanding between the courts and
Congress. When courts interpret the laws of Congress, they should be mindful of how Congress actually functions, how
lawmakers signal the meaning of statutes, and what those legislators expect of courts construing their laws. The legislative
record behind a law is in truth part of its foundation, and therefore merits consideration.

The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big, Round Things
Victor Jones, of Philadelphia, has been in London now for 3 weeks. It should have only taken one week to secure the
contract for his fledging business, but a different company won the bid. Victor has less than ten pounds in his pocket, he
owes money to the hotel and he has no idea how he will pay for his return passage to the United States. Desperate and
clueless he accidently meets his double in a crowded Hotel lounge. His lookalike, Mr. Rochester, gets him drunk and the
next thing he knows is waking up in a posh bedroom and being called the Earl of Rochester. At first he thinks it is a practical
joke and he plays along. But when the morning newspaper arrives, and he learns that the real Mr. Rochester has found
dead under the name Victor Jones, things become interesting.

Forced Exit
Good Morning
Managing Fear examines the growing use of risk assessment as it relates to preventive detention and supervision schemes
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for offenders perceived to be at a high risk of re-offending, individuals with severe mental illness, and suspected terrorists.
It outlines a number of legislative regimes in common law countries that have broadened ‘civil’ (as opposed to criminal)
powers of detention and supervision. Drawing on the disciplines of criminology and social psychology, it explores how and
why such schemes reflect a move towards curtailing liberty before harm results rather than after a crime has occurred.
Human rights and ethical issues concerning the role of mental health practitioners in assessing risk for the purposes of
preventive detention and supervision are explored, and regimes that require evidence from mental health practitioners are
compared with those that rely on decision-makers’ notions of ‘reasonable belief’ concerning the risk of harm. Case studies
are used to exemplify some of the issues relating to how governments have attempted to manage the fear of future harm.
This book aims to educate mental health practitioners in the law relating to preventive detention and supervision schemes
and how the legal requirements differ from clinical assessment practices; examine the reasons why there has been a recent
renewal of preventive detention and supervision schemes in common law countries; provide a comparative overview of
existing preventive detention and supervision schemes; and analyse the human rights implications and the ethics of using
forensic risk assessment techniques for preventive detention and supervision schemes.

The Isis-book
Indonesia has a growing population of almost 300 million people, it is increasingly involved in world affairs, and has a
booming economy. The need to better understand its unique, complex, and often obscure legal system, has become
pressing. This is true across a wide range of sectors including, but not limited to, trade and investment, crime and
terrorism, and human rights. Indonesia's democratization after the fall of Soeharto in 1998 triggered massive social and
political changes that opened up this diverse, and formerly tightly-controlled, society. Law reform was a key driver of
Indonesia's transformation and its full effect remains to be seen. This book offers clear and detailed explanations of the
foundations of Indonesia's legal system in the context of its legal reform and rapid development. It offers succinct
commentaries on a wide range of issues, examining the judicial process, the constitution, corruption and the court system,
contract law, administrative law, foreign investment, taxation, Islamic law, and family law. It examines current substantive
law and judicial interpretation and presents case studies of how the system operates in practice. Written in an accessible
and engaging style, this book is an essential guide for readers seeking quick and clear answers to questions regarding the
law and its application in Indonesia.

Charles Dickens and the Law
Kick Ass Closings is a powerful resource for new and experienced trial lawyers, so they can deliver devastating closing
arguments with minimal prep time. This book provides a simple and straightforward template that can be used in any
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criminal trial and hundreds of sample closing arguments that can be crafted to fit the facts of your case. Used properly, this
book can save you time, and increase the power and effectiveness of your closing arguments. More importantly, it will help
save lives, and protect the freedom of those whom we defend.

Married to an Ass
The Law
Provides an easy, jargon free overview of Australian law that is suitable for the corporate warrior, small business owner or
interested amateur.

The Law is an Ass
Did you know that in New Mexico it's perfectly legal to have sex in your car, on your lunch break, provided the curtains are
closed? Or that in Chester it's still permissible to shoot a Welshman (with a crossbow), so long as it happens within the city
walls and after midnight? What about the one about gold fish being able to ride the buses of Seattle in their bowls - so long
as they stay absolutely still? We're well into the 21st century, yet still there remain, in our dusty legal books, a string of
downright daft laws, injunctions, directives and restraints to make you giggle, scratch your head or - if you're a Welshman
visiting Chester - fear for your life. Flick through the pages of The Law is an Ass to stay out of trouble, brush up on your
legal knowledge, and laugh out loud along the way.

Kick Ass Closings
Feeling like she does not fit in with the other members of her family, who are all thin, brilliant, and good-looking, fifteenyear-old Virginia Shreves tries to deal with her self-image, her first physical relationship, and her disillusionment with some
of the people closest to her. 10,000 first printing.

Kick-Ass: The New Girl Vol. 1
Lord Denning draws from a wide range of sources to support his arguments and incorporates coverage of many different
cases, including that of the Russell baby, the Granada 'mole' and the case of Harriet Harman, all of which are selected on
the grounds that 'the experience of the past points the way to the future'. The book also discusses the proposals for law
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reform which have come from numerous Royal Commissions, Departmental Committees and Blue Books and which were all
rejected by successive governments at the time of publication.
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